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acta medica LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Free Health Coverage for All COVID-19 Patients is Required to 
Defeat the Virus at The Community Level

Our country, Turkey, brilliantly outlined the preventive 
measures for COVID-19, to be taken across the country 
to restrict the ongoing viral spread via following the 
pathways of science [1]. On the other hand, several journal 
Editors inaugurated historical evidences to outline master 
management deficiencies in other countries during the current 
complicating course of the pandemic [2]. We would like to 
point out another challenging issue in many countries, that is 
the individual COVID-19 healthcare costs and high individual 
co-payments for numerous people even in patients having 
substantial level of health insurance. Those socio-economical 
facts further pronounced in the upcoming news regarding the 
development of vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 infection. The 
vaccines and the entire clinical COVID-19 care shall be freely 
available not only for ‘the rich’ but also for ‘the poor’ in order to 
establish a wide “immunity barrier” to stop current pandemic 
disaster. 

Our country, Turkey, has significantly lowercase fatality ratios 
(2.8%; and 52.5 infections/million population) in comparison 
to many Western countries as officially acknowledged by 
World Health Organization (WHO) [3]. Free health coverage for 
the diagnosis and treatment of patients infected with SARS-
CoV-2 were made free of charge for all citizens and residents 
of Turkey. The completely free clinical healthcare of Turkish 
patients already represented as a lesson for universal coverage 
[4]. The vaccination for SARS-CoV-2 also will be free for every 
Turkish people regardless of their level of insurance.

We, as the experts in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), had 
previously declared scientific and ethical aspects of free, or 
at least acceptable, coverage of individual healthcare costs in 
CML [5]. The quote of “The best tolerated pain is the other person’s 
pain”, which is unfortunately working in cancer and other non-
infectious diseases, is not valid in COVID-19 case since the virus 
in the poor could hit the body of the richest as well. Poorly 
eradicated SARS-CoV-2 virus in the poor man may convert 
him to a super-spreader, which then affect the rich man within 
the same community. Therefore, currently ongoing pandemic 
crisis further indicated the fact that free health coverage for 
all COVID-19 patients is absolutely required to defeat the virus 
at the large community level. It is hoped that humanity and 
science cooperate for this critical issue to stop this pandemic 
evil.
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